CMC102: Creating a New Care Plan
Welcome to CMC102: Creating a New Care Plan.
This module is designed for anyone responsible for creating new patient care plans. The module is for
both those who are authorised to approve care plans and those who can only submit changes which
must then be approved by someone else.
Prerequisite Learning or Experience None.
Audience Clinical administration staff who create care plans on behalf of clinicians. Clinicians, Palliative
Care Specialists, hospice workers and others who may approve care plans.
Learning Objectives By the end of this module, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Confirm a Care Plan for the patient does not already exist either Published or in Draft.
Record patient consent.
Enter Patient Details including medical history and preferences.
Submit the new Care Plan for approval by a clinician.

Duration 45 minutes.
Grading Criteria This module is not graded; quizzes and simulations are provided for self-assessment.
Resources Needed None.
Questions, Comments, or Feedback? Contact us at cmc_training@nhs.net.
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Module Introduction
Module Introduction
Module Introduction
Welcome to CMC102 Creating a Care Plan.
This module takes you through the process of creating a patient care plan and making it available to
urgent care viewers.
It describes the care plan life cycle, lists the minimum data set required for a care plan to be published
and demonstrates navigating the system, searching for a patient and entering data for the care plan.
At the end of this module, you should be able to:
1. Identify key areas of your Coordinate My Care system home screen and the care plan editing
screens.
2. Create a draft patient care plan.
3. Enter all data for a care plan.
4. Finalise a care plan, either by submitting it for approval (administrative users) or by approving it
(clinical users).
5. Approve a care plan (clinical users).
6. Navigate among different screens.
7. Answer questions about required fields, the care plan workflow and common data entry tasks.
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1. Before You Create a New Care Plan
1.1 Before You Create a New Care Plan
1.1.1 Introduction (text)
In order to prepare you to create a new care plan, this lesson:
 Presents important things to take into consideration when creating a care plan.
 Directs you to resources on clinical guidance for care plan creation.
 Provides an overview of the minimum data set required to publish a care plan.
At the end of this lesson, you should be able to:
1. Recall when it is appropriate to create a new care plan for a patient.
2. Identify data that is part of the minimum data set.

1.1.2 Important Considerations (text/image)
Before you begin working through the details of creating a new care plan, consider the following
principles that will help you, your colleagues and your patients get the most benefit from the Coordinate
My Care care plans.
1. No care plan without consent.
A patient must consent to the creation of a care plan. In the case of mental incapacity when the
patient is unable to consent, a best interest consent decision can be made. A care plan exists to
facilitate communication about a patient's urgent care needs and desires. This information is held
by CMC on behalf of the patient and will no longer be available for care staff to view if the patient
subsequently revokes their consent. You can find more information about patient consent and CMC
care plans in CMC201 Patient Consent.

2. Each patient is unique and their care plan should be too.
Everything possible should be done to prevent the creation of multiple care plans for a patient. In
the next lesson, we will see that the care plan creation process always begins with a search,
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specifically so that an existing care plan can be identified and updated instead of a new care plan
being created.

3. Rely on the patient's NHS number.
The Personal Demographics Service can be used to source the patient’s NHS Number, which is
required before a care plan can be approved and published.

4. Data quality is key.
The information recorded in a care plan should be as clear and informative to an urgent care
professional as possible, as they are likely to have never encountered the patient before.
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1.1.3 Mental Capacity Assessment and CPR Decisions (text)
In CMC202 Mental Capacity, a Palliative Care consultant discusses:
 How to judge a patient's mental capacity.
 The importance of good communication with the patient and the patient's family.
 Bedside CPR decisions.
When you are in the position of making a mental capacity or CPR assessment, keep the following
guidance in mind:
 Dialogue is key.
 Patients control the pace and extent of the discussion.
 In rare cases when patients are unwilling to discuss CPR and end of life care, this must be
respected.
 You must follow the Mental Capacity Act.
 While not a legal document, a DNACPR form is an important clinical advisory note that
should be completed appropriately and adhered to where possible.
 In the absence of a DNACPR form, if it is in the clinician’s best judgement that they think CPR
cannot work, then they are under no obligation to start CPR.

1.1.4 Required Information (text)
You can begin the process of creating a care plan with nothing more than a patient's name, date of birth
and consent. However, before a care plan can go from being a draft to being published and viewable by
urgent care staff, a minimum amount of data must be entered. The checklist below can be
downloaded here.
The following information must be entered:
Patient Consent Screen
 Type of patient consent.
Include justification if the care plan is being created due to a clinical decision taken in the
patient's best interest.
 Date of patient consent.
Patient Details Screen
 First name.
 Surname.
 Gender.
 Date of birth.
 Main (primary) address (including postcode).
 GP practice.
 NHS number.
Significant Medical Background Screen
 One diagnosis.
 WHO performance status.
 WHO performance date.
Preferences Screen
 Preferred place of care.
 At least one preferred place of death.
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Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation Discussion Screen
 Has discussion about resuscitation taken place with the patient?
Include summary of discussion or reason not discussed.
 Has discussion about resuscitation taken place with the family?
Include summary of discussion or reason not discussed.
 Should CPR commence?
 Date of CPR decision.
Medication Screen - Allergies
 If no allergy information is available, record a category of No Known Allergies and an allergy
of either I don’t know or No allergies known by patient as appropriate.
Approval Screen
 Review date.
 Organisation.
Options are available to record that patient preferences have not yet been discussed or decided.

1.1.5 Summary (text)
With the consent of a patient, a unique care plan can be created on the Coordinate My Care system to
inform urgent care services about the patient’s diagnosis and preferences about place of care, place of
death and CPR.
Take a moment to check that you've learned the most important points of this lesson. You'll find a link
to the self-assessment in the menu on the left.

1.2 Self-Assessment
1.2.1 Question 1
What pre-requisite is necessary to create an urgent care plan for a patient?
[ ] The patient’s family has requested it.
[ ] The patient has been diagnosed with a terminal illness.
[x] The patient can and does consent or the patient is mentally incapacitated and a clinical best
interest decision is made.
[ ] The patient's quality of life will not be improved by admission to hospital.
[explanation] If the patient is able to consent, then consent must be given by the patient. Clinical best
interest decisions can be made only if the patient is mentally incapacitated.

1.2.2 Question 2
A patient should have more than one care plan.
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[ ] True
[x] False
[explanation] Each patient should have only one CMC care plan. Before a new care plan is created, a
check must always be done on the CMC system to determine if the patient has an existing care plan.

1.2.3 Question 3
Which of the following are part of the minimum required data set before a care plan can be published?
[x] NHS Number
[ ] Home Phone Number
[x] Surname
[x] Preferred Place of Death
[ ] Next of Kin
[ ] Current Medications
[x] Patient Consent
[x] DNACPR Decision
[explanation] The complete list of required data can be found here.
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2. System Orientation
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Purpose and Objectives (text)
This section will familiarise you with the care plan life cycle, highlighting places where the care plan
"changes hands". It will also orientate you to the CMC system home screen as it looks to clinical and
administrative users.
At the end of this section, you will be able to:




Label care plan states and user actions on the care plan life cycle diagram.
Identify the areas of the CMC home screen.
Answer questions about the purpose of each section of the home screen.

2.2 The Care Plan Life Cycle
2.2.1 Introduction (text)
Because more than one person can be involved in the creation and use of a patient's care plan, it is
important to understand the various steps of the care plan creation process. The video on the next page
will introduce you to the care plan life cycle and highlight what actions different types of users can
perform at different stages in the life cycle.

2.2.2 Care Plan Life Cycle (video)
Link to view here.
Duration: 3:45
Introduction
In this video, we will look at the care plan life
cycle, highlighting:
 The actions different types of CMC
system users can perform.
 The states a care plan passes through
on its way from being a discussion
with a patient to an electronic
Coordinate My Care record available
to the patient's care team.
 The circumstances which bring the
care plan life cycle to an end.
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Three Roles
When logged in to the system, a Coordinate
My Care user will have one of three roles:
Administrative, Clinical or Urgent Care.

Four States
A patient's care plan will always be in one of
four states: Draft –Needs Finalisation, Draft –
Needs Approval, Published, or Published –
Needs Review.
Urgent care staff can only view care plans in
one of the published states, so let's look at
what actions a CMC user with a particular role
can take to progress a care plan through the
life cycle to a published state.
Administrative Actions
We’ll begin by looking at what actions are
available to users with the administrative
role.
Administrative users have the ability to create
a new care plan record on behalf of a clinical
colleague. They can also edit the record,
adding or removing information at the
request of a clinical colleague.
The care plan will remain in the state DRAFT –
Needs Finalisation until the user believes that
the information in the record is complete and
submits the care plan for approval, usually by
the clinical user who requested the care plan
be created or edited. However, even with the
care plan in the Draft – Needs Approval state,
an administrative user can continue to make
updates and re-submit the care plan as many
times as necessary. Care plans in the draft
state can be viewed by any administrative or
clinical user, but not by urgent care users.
Clinical Actions
Users with a clinical role can also create new
care plans and edit existing care plans that
are in either of the two draft states. In
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addition, they have the ability to approve care
plans created by themselves or others. When
a care plan is approved, it is published by the
system and becomes available for urgent care
users to view. Notice that clinical users can
approve care plans directly from the DRAFT Needs Finalisation state.

Shared Actions
Together the two sets of actions look like this,
and we can see how administrative and
clinical users can work together to create and
publish a care plan.

Urgent Care View
As mentioned previously, urgent care users
can only view care plans once the care plan
has been published; in other words, only after
a clinical user has approved the care plan.

Automatic Actions
Care plans are reviewed periodically to
ensure they continue to be relevant based on
the patient's current state of health. At the
time the care plan is approved, a review date
is chosen and shortly before this date, the
system will automatically flag the published
care plan for review.
Review and Edit
At this point, both administrative and clinical
users have the ability to update the care plan.
However, care plans may need to be
reviewed and edited before they reach their
review date, for example if a patient's
condition deteriorates, or their symptoms
change, or they change their mind about
previously expressed preferences.
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Something to note: when a user chooses to
update a care plan, a new draft of the care
plan is created but the original care plan
remains published and available to urgent
care users.

Complete Life Cycle
The original published care plan continues to
be available until a new draft is approved and
becomes published, at which time urgent care
viewers will be able to see the updated care
plan, and the previous plan will be archived
and no longer available to view.
The cycle create-edit-approve-review-update
continues over time as many times as
necessary to ensure that the care plan has the
most up-to-date information about the
patient's care needs.
End of Life Cycle
Care plans reach the end of the life cycle in
one of two ways.
First is when the patient dies. The date of
death is entered into the care plan and the
care plan must then be approved via the
standard process. However, in this case, after
the care plan is approved, it is archived and
no longer available to urgent care viewers,
although administrative and clinical users can
continue to see a read-only version of the
care plan.

Consent Withdrawn
The second way in which a care plan reaches
the end of the life cycle is when consent for
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the care plan is withdrawn, for example in the
case when the patient decides that they no
longer wish to have a care plan available.
When consent is withdrawn, the consent
setting of the care plan is edited to reflect this
choice.

Once the change has had clinical approval,
the care plan will no longer be available to
any user.

Summary
A care plan begins life when an administrative
or clinical user creates the care plan. When
the care plan data is complete, a clinical user
approves the care plan so that it is published
and available for urgent care users to view.
The cycle of updating and approving the care
plan will continue over time until care plan
consent is withdrawn or the patient’s death is
recorded.

2.2.3 Summary (text)
CMC users can have one of three roles:
 Administrative
 Clinical
 Urgent care
Administrative and clinical users work together to create, edit and approve care plans which are
published for viewing by urgent care staff.
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2.3 The CMC Home Screen
2.3.1 Introduction (text)
All of the functionality needed to work with care plans can be accessed through the CMC system home
screen. This screen will look the same for both administrative and clinical users. The home screen for
urgent care users is demonstrated in CMC104 Viewing a Care Plan.
The video on the next page introduces the important areas of the home screen for administrative and
clinical users.

2.3.2 Home Screen Demonstration (video)
Link to view here.
Approximate time: 3:30
Introduction
Before we begin creating a new care plan,
let’s orientate ourselves to the Coordinate
My Care system home screen.

Home Screen
Clinical and administrative users have the
same home screen layout.
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There is a blue system banner across the top
of the screen. Down the left, there is the
home screen menu and a care plan
summary box
The majority of the screen is taken up by the
Action Needed list.

System Banner/User Details
At the top right of the screen in the system
banner, there is a user details section. Our
name and our organisation are shown here.
This is helpful if we access the CMC system
on behalf of more than one organisation, as
we can always look here to confirm which
organisation we chose at log in.
Next to our user details is the My Account
button, which will allow us to access more
details about our account, and a Logout
button which will explicitly log us out of the
system.
System Banner Shortcuts
In the middle of the System Banner are three
shortcut buttons. Home will always bring us
back to this home screen. Help will open a
new window with information about how to
complete the screen that we are viewing at
that time. And, Contact CMC brings up an
email addressed to CMC that the user can
send.
Action Needed List
The Action Needed list takes up the majority
of the screen under the system banner. The
tasks that appear in this list will vary
depending on our role as a user.
Administrative users will see FINALISE and
REVIEW tasks. Clinical users will see
FINALISE, APPROVE and REVIEW tasks.
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At the top of the list is a filter for restricting
the list to just one type of task.

Each task has an owner. The owner may be
a particular user or may be an organisation.
Our Action Needed list displays all the tasks
owned by all users of our organisation. This
facilitates sharing the workload of care plan
management amongst our team, because
one team member can progress work
“owned” by another team member.
We'll look at this list again in more detail
later when we talk about resuming a draft
care plan.
Home Screen Menu
To the left of the Action Needed list is the
home screen menu, which lists the options
we have for working with care plans.
These are:
 Create a Care Plan
 View a Care Plan
 Find a Patient
 View Patient List
The rest of this course will focus on the
workflow for Create a Care Plan which will
open the care plan edit screens.
The remaining menu options will be
discussed in CMC103 Reviewing and
Updating a Care Plan.
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Care Plan Summary Box
Below the home screen menu is the care
plan summary box. The numbers in this box
are subtotals of the care plans listed in our
Action Needed list. We will see an entry for
each type of task we can perform;
administrative users will see Draft Plans and
Plans that Need Review; clinical users will
see these as well as Plans that Need
Approval.
Summary
Welcome to your CMC system home screen.

2.3.3 Summary (text)
In this lesson you were introduced to the various sections of the CMC system home screen for
administrative and clinical users.

You can find more details about:




User account functionality in CMC101 Logging in to the Coordinate My Care System.
The urgent care home screen in CMC104 Viewing Care Plans.
The tasks View a Care Plan, Find a Patient and View Patient List in CMC103 Reviewing and
Updating an Existing Care Plan.
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2.4 Assessment
2.4.1 Question 1
Choose the correct icon for each of the following images:




TASK LIST
TASK LIST
SUMMARY





SYSTEM BANNER
SYSTEM NOTICES
TASK BANNER

[explanation]

2.4.2 Question 2
Your Action Needed list displays:
[x] Tasks assigned to you.
© Coordinate My Care 2015
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[x] Tasks assigned to other users in your organisation.
[ ] All tasks for all users.
[explanation] The Action Needed list displays all tasks for you and other users from your organisation.

2.4.3 Question 3
You can return to the home screen from any screen in the CMC system, by clicking which button below?

[explanation] The Home shortcut returns you to your home screen.

2.4.4 Question 4
Drag and drop the labels onto the appropriate arrows and boxes.





PATIENT DEATH
CREATE
EDIT
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VIEW
APPROVE
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UPDATE
DRAFT
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[explanation]
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3. Care Plan Creation
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Introduction (text)
This section explains the process of creating a care plan.
Each lesson will demonstrate how to complete each of the care plan data entry screens and then you
will have the opportunity to practice what you have seen demonstrated.
By the end of this section, you will be able to:
1. Create a draft care plan for a new patient.
2. Answer questions about the care plan editing screens.

3.2 Patient Identification and Consent
3.2.1 Introduction (text)
This lesson explains the process of creating a new care plan after patient consent has been
obtained. Before the system will create a new care plan, a search for an existing patient care plan must
be performed and the patient's consent recorded.
By the end of this lesson, you will be able to:





Find a patient.
Begin the workflow of creating a new care plan for the patient.
Confirm a legitimate relationship with the patient.
Record patient consent.

3.2.2 Creating a New Draft Care Plan Demonstration (video)
Link to view here.
Duration: 5:00
Introduction
This video demonstrates the steps necessary
to create a draft care plan for a patient who
doesn't yet have a CMC record.
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Searching for a Care Plan
We will begin by clicking Create a Care Plan in
the task menu.

The first step in the care plan creation process
is always a patient search. Searching allows us
to confirm whether a care plan already exists
for the patient.
There are two different means of searching.
The first uses the patient's NHS number and
date of birth. To perform an NHS search,
simply enter the patient’s NHS number and
date of birth - it’s very straightforward. This
search will exactly pinpoint any existing care
plan for the patient, so no further
determination over whether we have the
correct plan is necessary. Therefore it is
preferable to already have the patient’s NHS
number when searching for the care plan.
However, if you do not have the patient’s NHS
number, the second option for searching is
using the patient’s demographics. For both
methods, required fields are indicated with a
red asterisk (*).

Let’s look at the demographics search option
which we get to by clicking on the By Surname
tab. We will search for a male patient named
George Washington, whose date of birth is 9th
Feb 1928.
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Search Results
Notice that search results will appear to the
right of the Find a Patient form. At this point,
depending on whether or not there is an
existing care plan, we will have one of three
options.
First, if a care plan exists for the patient, it will
be displayed under the heading Existing Care
Plans, and we can edit it as needed. However,
no care plan was found for our patient, so let's
look at the next option.
If no care plan exists for the patient, the
system queries the Personal Demographic
Service (PDS) and displays any matching
results under the header NHS Records. If we
find a record here that matches the patient for
whom we are creating the care plan, we can
select that record and the new care plan will
be pre-populated with data available from the
PDS. This will include certain demographic
details and the patient's GP information.
If no existing care plan for the patient is found
and no PDS results are returned, the final
option is to create a care plan from scratch.
Keep in mind an NHS number will still need to
be provided before the care plan can be
published, so it's best to obtain the NHS
number first and use it from the beginning of
the search process.
Right now, we are going to create a new care
plan from the PDS search results.
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Entering Patient Consent
Before the system will generate a new care
plan, we must confirm either that the patient
has consented to the creation of a care plan,
or that the patient is unable to give consent
and so the care plan is being created in the
patient’s best interest. The care plan will not
be created and no other care plan details can
be entered until the type of consent has been
recorded.
If the patient is not able to consent and the
consent is a best interest decision, then we
must enter a justification, explaining why the
patient was not able to consent for
themselves.
Additionally, if the consent is given by
someone with Power of Attorney, then the
Power of Attorney details can be entered at
this time. Contact details for the Power of
Attorney can be provided and the location of
the Power of Attorney document can be given.
These details can also be entered later.
Our patient, Mr. Washington, cannot consent
for himself, however a best interest decision
has been made.
Let’s select this option and add the
justification that the patient had a debilitating
stroke 6 months ago and lacks the mental
capacity to make these decisions, but a clinical
decision has been made in his best interest in
consultation with his family and carers.
The consent date is the date on which the
patient’s urgent care plan was discussed. We
will enter 8th Nov 2015.
Then, we will click Create this Care Plan and
the system will create a new draft care plan for
Mr. Washington.
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Summary
A new care plan will only be created after a
search for existing care plans has been
performed and the patient's consent has been
recorded.

3.2.3 Create a Draft Care Plan Simulation
Instructions

Overview of activity
In this simulation you are a GP named

Click anywhere to continue.
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Begin by selecting Create a Care Plan.

Search for Anna Jones by surname.
Enter Surname: Jones and press Tab.
Enter First Name: Anna and press Tab.
Enter Date of Birth: 8 April 1987
Enter Gender: Female
Select Find.

Create the care plan from Anna’s NHS
Record.

Select the arrow to scroll down to
complete the consent screen.
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Select the Consent Reason: The
patient is an adult (18+) and has
agreed…

Select the arrow to scroll down.

The Date Consent Obtained is today (5
Nov 2015)

Select the arrow to continue scrolling
down
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Create Anna’s care plan.

The care plan has been created. Select
OK.

Data can now be entered into the care
plan.
Click anywhere to continue.
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3.2.4 Summary (text)
Before a draft care plan is created for a new patient, you must:



Search to confirm whether a care plan already exists for the patient.
Record the type and date of consent to the creation of a care plan.

3.3 Data Entry - Patient Details
3.3.1 Introduction (text)
This lesson describes important components of the care plan data entry screens. It also demonstrates
how to enter data into the patient details screen and introduces the urgent care view of a published
care plan.
By the end of this lesson, you will be able to:
1. Identify common parts of the care plan data entry screens.
2. Enter care plan data using the patient details screen.
3. Answer questions about navigation, layout and data entry conventions.

3.3.2 Data Entry Orientation (text/image)
The care plan data entry screens are laid out as shown below:
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The system banner is available on every CMC system screen and provides a means of returning to the
home screen or logging out at any time.
Once a care plan is opened, the patient banner displays demographic details for the patient whose care
plan is being edited. The patient banner will update automatically if any of the patient’s demographics
are updated in the care plan.
The care plan banner displays the state of the care plan and the viewing mode. The workflow actions
listed next to the care plan state will be different depending upon the role of the user. Clinical users will
see Approve as shown here; administrative users will see Submit for Approval instead.
On the right side of the care plan banner is the last date and time on which the care plan was saved.

The patient banner and the care plan banner will remain visible at the top of each care plan editing
screen even when the screen is scrolled to the bottom.
The largest portion of the screen is the detail entry area where the care plan information is entered.
Finally, on the left side of the screen is the care plan navigation menu. Care plan screens do not need to
be completed sequentially, and this menu allows users to navigate from one care plan screen to
another.
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3.3.3 Data Entry – Patient Details Demonstration (video)
Link to view here
Duration: 5:00
Introduction
Once a draft care plan has been
created for our patient George
Washington, we can begin entering
his care plan details. We are going
to begin our data entry with the
patient details screen and then look
at how this information will be
displayed to an urgent care user
after the care plan has been
published.
Patient Details
The patient details screen is where
patient demographic information is
entered. Some of this information
will be pre-populated because the
patient's record was imported from
the Patient Demographic Service
(PDS).
Let's update the patient's title, but
before we do, notice the State of
Care Plan. Also, check the Last
saved on timestamp in the care plan
banner.
Now let's use the dropdown to
change the title to Mr. and look at
the State of Care Plan again. Notice
the asterisk (*). This indicates that
there are unsaved changes in the
care plan. Changes will be saved
whenever we change care plan
screens, so it’s important that we
remember to change to the next
screen after we’ve completed this
one.
Addresses
Moving down to the addresses
section, we can see that the
patient's address has also been
populated with information from
PDS. We want to add detail to the
patient’s address that PDS doesn’t
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provide, so let's begin editing the
row by clicking the green pencil
icon.
The patient address box opens and
we can add that the patient lives
with his family in a flat on the
second floor.

Contact Number
Scrolling down a little we see a
section for the patient’s contact
information. In some cases this data
will be populated from PDS, but it
was not for George, so we can click
Add a contact entry to add George’s
home phone number. And then we
click Done to update the care plan
with this information.
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Personal Details
In the personal details section we
see additional information about
the patient, some of which may
have been imported from PDS.
Notice that George’s NHS number is
already populated; if we had chosen
not to use PDS details when we
began this care plan, we would have
needed to enter his NHS number
manually before the care plan could
be approved. Notice there is a
second identifier; this is the
patient's internal CMC number. It
cannot be changed and is not
considered to be patient identifiable
information.
Right now, let's supplement the PDS
information with what we know
from speaking to the patient and his
family, and add:
Marital Status: Married
Religion: Catholic
Ethnicity: White British
Language: English (which is the
default value)
GP Practice
Scrolling further down, we see fields
for the patient's GP practice. The
CMC system has a database of
current NHS healthcare facilities and
professionals. Although George’s
GP surgery has been imported from
PDS, his GP has not, so we will add
ourselves as his GP. We begin by
clicking Find GP, then type our name
into the search box and click Search.
We can choose ourselves from the
list of search results by clicking
Select.
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Alerts
At the bottom of the patient details
screen is a table for alerts. To add a
new row to the table, we will click
Add an Alert. There are three
categories of alerts: medical,
personal and social. Alerts will be
displayed prominently in the urgent
care view of the care plan.

We are going to add a social alert
that the patient has a large dog at
home. We know this is current
information, so we will use the
Today shortcut to set the date.

Then we click Done to update the
care plan.
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Save
We’ve completed the patient details
screen, so let’s move to the
Significant Medical Background
screen and confirm that the care
plan has saved. Note the asterisk by
Editing, at the top of the screen, is
gone.
Urgent Care View
Now let's go forward in time to see
how our care plan will look when it
is published and accessed by
someone who is logged in as an
urgent care user.
Notice that alerts are placed at the
top of the urgent care summary and
that the patient's living situation is
described slightly below. The
patient's full demographic
information, exactly as we have
entered it, is available from the
patient details tab in the navigation
menu on the left.
Summary
The first screen in the care plan
navigation menu is the Patient
Details screen. This screen can be
partially pre-populated from PDS.
Alerts entered on this screen will be
prominently displayed on the urgent
care summary.

3.3.4 Data Entry – Patient Details Simulation
Instructions
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Overview of Activity
In this simulation you will
continue creating the care plan for
your patient Anna Jones by
completing the patient details
screen.

Click anywhere to continue.

Select Patient Details to update
Anna’s details.
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Select Title and then Mrs.

Anna’s preferred name is Ann.
Type Ann in Preferred Name and
then Tab.

Select the arrow to scroll down

Select the edit icon to update
Anna’s address.
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Select the arrow to scroll down.

Anna lives in a house with her
family. Select Living Condition
and then Lives With Other Family
Member(s).

Select Type of Accommodation
and then Detached House Or
Bungalow.

Her husband should be called for
access information.
Type Call husband for access
information in Other Access
Information.

Select the arrow to scroll down.

Select Done.
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Select the arrow to scroll down.

Anna is married.
Select Marital Status and then
Married.

Anna’s ethnicity is White
European.
Select Ethnicity and then White
European.

Select the arrow to scroll down.
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Add yourself (John Holiday) as
Anna’s GP at Western Surgery.

Select Add an alert to add a new
alert for Anna.

Select Category and then Social.

Current today, there is a risk to
the family finances, because Mr.
Jones has reduced his hours to
care for Anna. Select Alert.
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Select Risk to Finances and then
Today to set the date.
In Additional Details type Mr.
Jones has reduced his hours to
care for Anna.

Click Done to save the alert.
Select the arrow to scroll up.

Anna Jones's patient details have
been updated.
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3.3.5 Summary (text)
Care plan details can be entered in any order. Some fields on the patient detail screen will be prepopulated if the care plan was created from a PDS record. Alerts will be highlighted to urgent care
users.

3.4. Data Entry – Significant Medical Background and Medication
3.4.1 Introduction (text)
This lesson continues the process of entering data for a new care plan. It covers the Significant Medical
Background and Medication screens. The Significant Medical Background screen has fields for the
patient's diagnosis and WHO Performance status, which are part of the required data set for the care
plan to be approved and published. The Medication screen also includes data entry for allergy
information.
By the end of this lesson, you will be able to:


Enter care plan data into the Significant Medical Background and Medication screens.

3.4.2 Data Entry - Significant Medical Background and Medication Demonstration (video)
Link to view here
Duration: 5:15
Script
Introduction
Now that we've finished recording
demographic information for our
patient George Washington, we will
continue entering data into the
Significant Medical Background and
Medication screens. Accuracy is
very important when entering
information on these screens as
this information is used by others
to make decisions about a patient's
urgent care.
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We can use the navigation buttons
on the bottom of the patient details
screen to open the Significant
Medical Background screen.

Diagnosis
The medical background
information captured in a care plan
is not intended to represent the
patient's full medical history but
should be focused on the diagnoses
and medical history that is relevant
to the patient's urgent care.
At the top of the Significant
Medical Background screen is the
Significant Diagnoses section. At
least one diagnosis must be
entered in order for the care plan
to be approved or submitted for
approval, although more than one
can be entered if there is more
than one relevant diagnosis.
George is suffering from
Parkinson's disease. We can add
this by clicking Add a Diagnosis.
Notice that diagnoses are listed first
as overarching Categories, in this
case Neurological, and then as a
specific Diagnosis such as
Parkinson’s Disease. Parkinson's
disease is the primary or main
diagnosis, so let's check the box
against Main.
The patient is aware of the
diagnosis and so is the family. We
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don't need to make any additional
comments about the patient's or
family's awareness, but if we did
we could add them in these two
comment boxes.

Prognosis Details
Below the Significant Diagnoses
section is the Prognosis Details
section. A prognosis is NOT
required for the care plan to be
approved but may be helpful for
urgent care users.
Let's enter that the patient has a
prognosis of months, as
determined by us today. We will
use the Find Clinician button to
select ourselves from the database
of clinicians.
Because the prognosis is months,
we will also add that we would not
be surprised if the patient dies in
the next 12 months. The family is
aware of the prognosis, but the
patient preferred not to know. We
will enter this comment about the
patient's preference in the
additional details box.
We will also add that we do not
know if an Advance Decision to
Refuse Treatment (ADRT Exists?)
exists.
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Other
The next section Other Significant
Past Medical History is a free text
area for comments. For example,
we can use this field to record that
the patient has Some cognitive
impairment, not formally
diagnosed, but likely vascular
dementia. Because there is no date
field associated with this comment,
we can include today’s date to give
other users confidence that this is a
current assessment.
Let's also note that the patient has
no recognised disabilities. If he did,
we could check the appropriate
items from the list and add any
additional information into the
Details field.
WHO Performance information is
required before the care plan can
be published, as it gives urgent care
users who will probably not be
familiar with the patient a baseline
level of function. We believe the
patient to be Status 3: In bed or
chair 50% of the time. We
determined this on 15/Oct/2015.
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Alerts
The final portion of the medical
details screen is an alerts table.
Alerts tables always display all
alerts entered for the care plan,
regardless of the screen on which
the alert was entered. You may
enter alerts from whichever screen
seems most reasonable to you.
Let's add an additional alert that
the patient is at risk of falling.

Medications
Now that we have finished entering
the patient's Significant Medical
Background, we would like to enter
information about George’s
medications and allergies, so we
can scroll up to the navigation
menu and click Medication.
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Allergies
At the top of the Medication screen
is a table for allergy information.
We can record allergies to
medications, but also allergies to
foods, dust, etc. The presence of
allergy information will be
highlighted to urgent care users. At
least one entry is required in the
allergy table. If the patient has no
allergies or we don’t know whether
the patient has allergies, we can
enter that instead.

So that we can see what the urgent
care notification looks like, let's
enter that the patient has a low
severity allergy to dust.
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Medications
Below the allergy section is the
medication entry section. Let’s
enter George’s medications here.
First is paracetamol, which he takes
orally as required as 500 mg
tablets.

Then lactulose, which he takes 15
ml orally at night. Both
medications are in the home and
both prescriptions were current as
of 8/8/2015.
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Also, we’ll add that George takes
Co-Careldopa (Sinemet)
10mg/100mg tablets, orally,
x3/day.
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Additional information
At the bottom of the page is a
section for additional information.
If we are aware of the location of a
full list of the patient’s medications
we can add that information, for
example: Taped to refrigerator.
Any further comments can be
placed in the Additional Details
field - for George we want to clearly
caution against the use of antiemetics and sedatives.

Saving Drafts
We've seen previously how care
plan details are saved as we change
screens. So, if for any reason we
need to log out of the system
before we've completed the data
entry for this care plan, we can do
so and know that the next time we
log in, we will be able to continue
from where we left off. Recall
urgent care staff will not see care
plans before they have been
approved.
Urgent Care View
With the Significant Medical
Background and Medication
screens completed, let's move
forward in time again and look at
how this additional data will be
displayed to urgent care users.
The diagnosis and WHO
performance status are listed on
the Urgent Care Summary. An
allergy alert icon is displayed and
the details for this are available
from the Medication screen.
Urgent care users have access to all
the patient's care plan details as
they have been entered.
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3.4.3 Data Entry – Significant Medical Background and Medication Simulation
Instructions

Overview of Activity
In this simulation you will fill out
the Significant Medical
Background and Medication
screens for Anna Jones, who has
been diagnosed with metastatic
breast cancer.

Click anywhere to continue.
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From the bottom of the patient
details screen, click Significant
Medical Background.

Select Add a Diagnosis.

Select Category and then Cancer
– primary site.
Select Diagnosis and then Breast.

Select the arrow to scroll down.
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Select the check-box to indicate
this diagnosis is the patient’s
main diagnosis.
Select Done to save the
diagnosis.

Add a second diagnosis by
selecting Add a Diagnosis.

Select Category and then Cancer
– secondary site.
Select Diagnosis and then Brain.
Select the arrow to scroll down.

Select Done to save the
diagnosis.
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Select the arrow to scroll down,

Both the patient and the family
are aware of the diagnoses.
Select Is the patient aware of the
diagnoses and then Yes.
Select Are the patient’s
family/carer(s) aware of the
patient’s diagnoses and then Yes.
Select the arrow to scroll down.
Enter Prognosis and then
Months.
Set the Prognosis Date as today
by selecting Today.
Select Find Clinician.

Type Holiday in the Provider field
and then Search.
Select John Holiday.
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For the question Would you be
surprised if the patient died in
the next 12 months select No.
For the question Is the patient
aware of the prognosis select
Yes.
Select the arrow to scroll down.

Select ADRT Exists? and then No.
Select the arrow to scroll down.

Enter a WHO Performance
Status of 3 with date as Today.
Select the arrow to scroll down.

Select Add an alert.
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Select Category as Social.
Set Alert as Risk of Falling.
Set the date as Today.
In Additional Details type Recent
vomiting, dizziness and falls.
Select Done to save the alert.
Select the arrow to scroll up.

The Significant Medical
Background screen is complete.
Open the Medication screen.

Select Add an allergy.
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Anna has no known allergies.
Select Category and then No
Known Allergies.

Select Allergy and then No
Allergies Known by Patient.
Select Today and then Done to
save the allergy.
Select the arrow to scroll down.

Anna is prescribed
Dexamethasone. 16 mg/day.
Orally
Select Add a medication.

Click the arrow to scroll down.
Select Drug and then
DEXAMETHASONE.
Set Dose as 16mg.
Select Route as Oral.
Set Frequency as Once a Day.
Set In Patient’s Home as Yes.
Set the date as Today.
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Select the arrow to scroll down.
Click Done to save the
medication details.
Select the arrow to scroll down.

Set Is patient prescribed steroids
as Yes.
Anna’s medication information is
updated.

3.4.4 Summary (text)
The Significant Medical Background screen records medical details relevant to the patient's urgent
care. The diagnosis and WHO Performance Status are required before the care plan can be
published. Medical alerts entered on this screen will be displayed prominently to urgent care users.
Both medication and allergy information are input via the Medication screen. If the patient has no
allergies, No known allergies must be entered.
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When entering text into comment fields, be sure to add a date to your comments, as it is helpful to
urgent care viewers to see when the comment was entered.

3.5 Data Entry –Preferences, CPR Discussion and Emergency Treatment Plan
3.5.1 Introduction (text)
This lesson begins with a review of the home screen Action Needed list, as an administrative user
continues the care plan begun by a clinical user. Then the Preferences, Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation
(CPR) Discussion and Emergency Treatment Plan screens are demonstrated.
By the end of this lesson you should be able to:
1. Resume a draft care plan.
2. Complete the Preferences, Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation Discussion and Emergency
Treatment Plan screens.

3.5.2 Action Needed List and Action Types (text/image)
Recall: Tasks listed on the home screen Action Needed list can have one of three types:
The care plan is a draft; not all the necessary data has been entered.
The care plan is a draft, but an administrative user has completed the data entry for the
care plan and submitted it for approval by a clinician.
The care plan is published, but the review date is approaching and the plan should be
reviewed.
The Action Needed list displays all tasks for a user’s organisation. You can complete the task for any
care plan that is displayed in your list regardless of who owns the task.

3.5.3 Data Entry - Preferences, CPR Discussion and Emergency Treatment Plan Demonstration
(video)
Link to view here
Duration: 8:00
Script
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Introduction
In this demonstration we will
continue the data entry for the
patient's care plan by completing
the Preferences, Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation Discussion and
Emergency Treatment Plan screens.

Switch user types
Up to this point, we've been logged
in as a clinical user - Dr. Watson.
But now, we will log in as an
administrative user who works with
Dr. Watson at Western Surgery.

Claiming a Legitimate Relationship
For each patient’s care plan we
work with, we must claim a
legitimate relationship with the
patient. When we created this care
plan as Dr. Watson, the legitimate
relationship was implicit. Now, as a
different user who has not viewed
George’s care plan before, we must
explicitly claim a legitimate
relationship.
The CMC system tracks the
legitimate relationships between
users and patients, so we will only
be asked to confirm this
relationship once per patient.
Last Edited Date/Time and User
Because different users are able to
edit the same draft care plan, some
sections will have the last edited
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date/time displayed. The editing
user will also be displayed. For
example, look at the Significant
Medical Background screen. This
will alert us to any changes in the
patient's medical condition or
medications that have been made
by someone else and that we may
not be aware of.
Preferences
On the Preferences screen, we will
enter George's preferences for
where he would like to be cared for
and where he would like to die.
Recall that George was not able to
consent to his care plan, so we will
use his wife’s stated preferences
and select Home for Preferred
Place of Care and Preferred Place
of Death. Notice that Hospital and
Hospice are next to each other in
the list so be sure to select the right
word if using one of these options.
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There are a number of free text
fields on the Preferences screen so
that we can enter details about the
patient's exact wishes for end of life
care, the family's awareness of
these wishes, whether the patient
is an organ donor, and whether the
patient and family have any specific
cultural or religious needs.
As an example of what can be
included in these fields, we will
add:
Patient Wishes: Gets very
distressed by change of
environment.
Family Awareness: Wife strongly
wishes to care for George at home.
Organ donor: No
Religious Needs: Family would like
sacrament of the sick if he is
thought to be dying.
Now, we’ll move on to the
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation
Discussion screen.
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation
Discussion
It's important to document
whether or not there has been a
conversation with the patient
regarding CPR, whether there has
been a conversation with the family
and if a decision has been reached
about the desirability of CPR.
Summaries of these conversations
should be recorded.
Let's fill in these screens for our
patient.
The patient did not have capacity to
discuss CPR, but it was discussed
with his wife when Dr. Blackwell
visited their home. It was agreed
that CPR should not commence.
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DNACPR Form
Notice that additional fields are
added to the form when we choose
No for Should CPR Commence? A
DNACPR decision should be
documented in one of three ways.
1) If there is a completed paper
DNACPR form in the patient's
home, then the location of this
form can be entered in the
Location of DNACPR field. 2) If
there is a scanned copy of a paper
form, that can be uploaded using
the Attach DNACPR document
button. In this case, the read-only
flag A DNACPR document has been
uploaded will be ticked. The third
way to document the DNACPR
decision is to record the decision
electronically and enter the details.
An electronic record of the decision
is valid – no paper record is
required – and this is the preferred
option.
Let's fill out the DNACPR form for
George. He is not able to make this
decision himself. We do not know
if there has been an advance
decision and there is no welfare
attorney. CPR is not appropriate
because of the patient's frail
condition. We’ll add:
Parkinson’s Disease, frailty,
recurrent sepsis, cognitive
impairment. Not for HDU or ITU.
Dr. Watson was the clinician who
recorded this decision on
15/Oct/2015.
The decision was agreed by Dr.
John Holiday, Dr. Greg House and
Nurse Clara Barton, so we will add
them as the approvers.
We will set the review date for 90
days.
Emergency Treatment Plan
The next section of the care plan is
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the Emergency Treatment Plan.
Urgent care services called to treat
a patient at 2 am will rely on this
section for information about
anticipated problems and
recommendations for patient care.
Recall that this care plan is being
created in George’s best interest in
consultation with his family. The
first section of this screen is about
ceiling of treatment.
Ceiling of treatment indicates the
appropriate medical interventions
and guides professionals who have
not previously met the patient.
The family has expressed a wish
that George be treated for
reversible conditions at home.
Scrolling down there is a list of
common problems.
George is beginning to experience
delirium, so we will add first line
management as:
Maintain familiar environment and
people. Wife does not wish George
to be sedated unless he is at
personal risk. Consider oral
antibiotics if delirium is thought to
be infection related.
George is also suffering from
recurrent Urinary Tract Infections.
There is no explicit space for this,
but we can add this to the Other
field:
Recurrent UTI's expected. Ceiling of
intervention is oral antibiotics at
home. Not for IVI or IV antibiotics even for life-threatening urosepsis.
We can continue and add as many
more symptoms as are appropriate.
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View the Care Plan
Let's see what these screens will
look like to urgent care viewers.

Here on the Urgent Care Summary
we can see the DNACPR status
displayed. The details can be seen
using the navigation menu. And all
the details about the patient's
Emergency Care Treatment Plan are
viewable using that tab, including
the ceiling of treatment.

3.5.4 Printing DNACPR Forms (text/image)
If you document a patient’s DNACPR decision electronically and would like to print a copy of the form,
click Create DNACPR Form on the Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation form.
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3.5.5 Preferences, CPR Discussion and Treatment Plan Simulation
Instructions

Overview of Activity
In this simulation you are logged
in as administrative user Kate
Smith. You will use your Action
Needed list to resume editing
Anna Jones's care plan in order to
complete her Preferences,
Cardiopulmonary Discussion and
Emergency Treatment Plan
screens.
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Click anywhere to continue.

Filter your Action Needed list to
include care plans needing to be
finalised. Open the care plan for
Anna Jones.

Confirm your legitimate
relationship with Anna.

Select Preferences from the
navigation menu.
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Set Anna’s Preferred Place of
Care: Hospice

Scroll down to set Preferred
Place of Death.
Anna did not wish to discuss
death. She did not wish to state
a preference for place of death.
Set Preferred Place of Death as
Patient Not Wishing to State
Preference.

The patient's wishes have been
typed for you.
Select Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation to continue.

During the conversation on 5th
November, 2015, Mrs. Jones did
not wish to discuss CPR.
A summary of the conversation
was entered.
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Additionally, no CPR discussion
has taken place with family.
Set Has discussion about CPR
taken place with the patient’s
family? To Not Yet Discussed
with Family/Carer.
A summary of the discussion is
entered.
Set Should CPR Commence to
Yes, and the date to Today.
Select Emergency Treatment
Plan.

Set Ceiling of Treatment as Full
Active Treatment Including CPR

Anna is likely to experience fits.
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Select Medications to save your
work and open the Medication
screen.

3.5.6 Summary (text)
Draft care plans can be opened using the links from the Action Needed list. Information on the
preferences, cardiopulmonary resuscitation discussion and emergency treatment plan screens guide
urgent care services in treating the patient.

3.6 Data Entry – Contacts and Social Situation
3.6.1 Introduction (text)
This lesson continues the care plan data entry process with the contacts and social situation screens
which collect information about key details of the patient's social support system.
By the end of this lesson, you will be able to:


Complete the contacts and social situation screens.

3.6.2 Data Entry - Contacts Demonstration (video)
Link to view here
Duration: 2:30
Script
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Introduction
In this demonstration, we will
finish the data entry for George
Washington’s care plan by
completing the Contacts screen.

A patient’s important contacts
can be identified under the
headings Health and Social Care
Contacts, Personal Contacts and
Power of Attorney.
Health and Social Care
George’s GP is already listed
because we entered this
information on the Patient
Details screen.
Let’s also add Trinity Hospice
who send volunteers to visit
George.
We start by clicking Add a health
& social care contact.

We can search for Trinity Hospice
using the Find Organisation
button.
We do not need to include a
specific contact, but can add the
general office number in the
Contact Information. We will
select a Type of Office Phone and
enter the number.
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Personal Contacts
Contact details for family and
friends are recorded under
Personal Contacts. There can
only be one Main contact.
Let's add the patient's wife
Susan. She shares her contact
details with George so we won’t
fill these in.

But we will add details for
George and Susan’s son, Steven,
and enter his mobile phone
number.

When we are manually inputting
addresses, we can use a postcode
search. Steven lives in SL4 1PR
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Those with power of attorney are
listed in the Health & Welfare
Lasting Power of Attorney table.

Urgent Care
Let's briefly look at the urgent
care view. Notice that all the
care team details, including any
out of hours contact numbers,
are available.

Summary
We've seen how the patient’s
important contact details are
completed, and we have logged
out in order to complete the
patient's care plan at a later time.

3.6.3 Data Entry - Social Situation (text/image)
Provide relevant details about the patient's social situation on the Social Situation screen.
This is the Social Situation page from George Washington's care plan.
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3.6.4 Contacts and Social Situation Simulation
Instructions
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Overview of Activity
In this simulation you will
complete the Social Situation and
Contacts screens for Anna Jones.

Click anywhere to continue.

Navigate to the Social Situation
tab.

The patient is not in receipt of
NHS funded care. Use the
dropdown to note this in Anna’s
care plan.
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The patient does receive help
from family with personal and
domestic care. Note this using
the appropriate dropdown.

Scroll down using the arrow in
the bottom right to continue
editing Anna’s social situation
details.

Add Additional Details: From
family and friends.
Hit Tab to continue.

The patient has no equipment.
Scroll down by clicking the arrow
in the bottom right.
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The patient does receive support
from family members.

Add a new social alert that the
patient is also caring for 3
children at home.
Select Add an alert.
Select Social for Category.
Select Patient has Caring
Responsibilities for Others for
Alert.
Select Today.
Add Additional Details: Mrs Jones
has 3 children at home.
Click Done when finished with
the alert details.
Scroll down by selecting the
arrow in the bottom right hand
corner.

You have completed the Social
Situation screen. Navigate to
Contacts to save these changes
and create health and personal
contacts.
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Add a new health & social care
contact.

Select Find Organisation.

Search for trinity and then select
Search.
Click Select for TRINITY HOSPICE.

Select the arrow in the bottom
right to scroll down and click
Done.
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Some fields are still empty but
these can be completed late.
Click OK.

Select the arrow in the bottom
right to scroll down and add a
personal contact for Anna.

Add Anna’s husband, Mick Jones,
as a personal contact for Anna.
Select Add a personal contact.
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Choose Husband for Type.
Type Mick Jones as the Name of
the personal contact. Then hit
Tab.
Add Mick’s phone number to
Contact Details. Select Add
contact info.

Choose Mobile Phone for Type.
Mick’s mobile number is 072 333
2222.
Type this for Value and hit Tab.
Scroll down using the arrow in
the lower right hand corner to
finish adding Mick as a personal
contact.

Select Today as the date that this
personal contact was added.
To add Mick as Anna’s personal
contact, select Done.
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Mick has now been added as a
personal contact for Anna.
Select the arrow in the lower
right hand corner to scroll down.

Navigate to the Social Situation
tab in the bottom right to save
changes in the care plan.

Changes to the Contacts tab have
now been saved. Click anywhere
to continue.
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3.6.5 Summary (text)
Information about key aspects of the patient's social support structure is entered on the Social Situation
and Contacts screens. This can include such details as contact information for family and social welfare
workers as well as details about medical equipment in the patient's home.

3.7 Assessment
3.7.1 Question 1
A draft care plan is created ________ patient consent is recorded.
[ ] before
[x] after
[explanation] A draft care plan is created only after patient consent is recorded.

3.7.2 Question 2
Why does the care plan creation process begin with a Patient Search? Choose all that apply:
[x] So that any existing care plan for the patient can be identified.
[ ] In order for the patient's power of attorney to be notified that the care plan has been created.
[x] To allow for the patient's demographics to be populated from PDS.
[ ] So that the patient can be mailed a copy of the care plan.
[explanation] The patient search will identify any existing care plan and fetch PDS demographic details.

3.7.3 Question 3
Opting to begin a care plan from PDS data will pre-populate the care plan with the patient's
demographic details and ___________
[ ] marital status.
[x] GP information.
[ ] ethnicity.
[ ] diagnosis.
[explanation] Information from PDS includes basic demographic information along with GP details.

3.7.4 Question 4
Care plan screens can be completed in any order.
[x] True.
[ ] False.
[explanation] Screens do not need to be completed in order.
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3.7.5 Question 5
Data entered into a care plan is saved ______________________.
[ ] After all data has been entered.
[x] After each screen is completed.
[ ] After each item or table row is entered.
[explanation] Data is saved when moving off a screen.

3.7.6 Question 6
Choose the correct icon type for each of the following images.
a.

1. Delete a row from a table

b.

2. Edit an existing row in a table

c.

3. Add a row to a table

[explanation] a – 3; b – 1; c – 2

3.7.7 Question 7
Alerts can be added from the Patient Details, Significant Medical Background and Social Situation
screens. An alert entered on the Patient Details screen will be displayed on:
[ ] The Patient Details screen only.
[ ] The Patient Details and Social Situation screens.
[x] The Patient Details, Significant Medical Background and Social Situation screens.
[explanation] Alerts are displayed on the Patient Details, Significant Medical Background and Social
Situation screens.

3.7.8 Question 8
The patient's complete medical background should be included in the care plan.
[ ] True
[x] False
[explanation] The medical background information captured in a care plan need only be focused on the
diagnoses and medical history that is relevant to the patient's urgent care.
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3.6.9 Question 9
Draft care plans which need additional data show up in the Action Needed list with task type of:
[ ] Approve.
[x] Finalise.
[ ] Review.
[explanation] The Finalise task type indicates that data still needs to be completed on the care plan.
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4. Care Plan Approval
4.1 Care Plan Approval Process
4.1.1 Goals and Objectives (text)
Once all the data has been entered for a care plan, it is ready to be approved and published in order to
be viewable by urgent care users. This lesson explains the steps required for a care plan to be approved.
At the end of this lesson you should be able to:




Submit a draft care plan for approval (administrative users).
Approve a care plan (clinical users).
Answer questions about the care plan approval process.

4.1.2 Care Plan Workflow (text/image)
Recall that the care plan approval process can be either one step – a clinical user directly approves the
care plan being edited – or two steps – an administrative user submits the draft care plan for approval
and a clinical user will then approve the care plan.

4.1.3 Minimum Required Data Set (text)
Recall that in order for a care plan to be approved or submitted for approval, it must have the following
information:
Patient Consent Screen
 Type of patient consent.

Include justification if the care plan is being created due to a clinical decision taken in the
patient's best interest.
 Date of patient consent.

Patient Details Screen
 First name.
 Surname.
 Gender.
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 Date of birth.
 Main (primary) address including postcode.
 GP practice.
 NHS number.

Significant Medical Background Screen
 One diagnosis.
 WHO performance status.
 WHO performance date.

Preferences Screen
 Preferred place of care.
 At least one preferred place of death.

Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation Discussion Screen
 Has discussion about resuscitation taken place with the patient?

Include summary of discussion or reason not discussed.
 Has discussion about resuscitation taken place with family?

Include summary of discussion or reason not discussed.
 Should CPR commence?
 Date of CPR decision.

Medication Screen - Allergies
 If no allergy information is available, record a category of No Known Allergies and an allergy

of either I don’t know or No allergies known by patient as appropriate.
Approval Screen
 Review date.
 Organisation.

Options are available to record that patient preferences have not yet been discussed or decided. A copy
of this checklist is available here.

4.1.4 Care Plan Approval Demonstration (video)
Link to view here
Duration: 4:00
Script
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Introduction
Once the information in a care plan is
complete, it must still be approved by a
clinical user before it will be published and
available for urgent care viewers. Let's look
now at the actions required to progress the
care plan from a draft to a published state.

Administrative Users
We are currently logged in as an
administrative user and we have just finished
editing George Washington's care plan. In
the care plan banner, we can see that the
care plan is described as being in a draft state
and there is a button which will allow us to
submit the care plan for approval.
Submit for Approval
When we click SUBMIT FOR APPROVAL, we
are prompted for the organisation and
clinician who should approve the care plan.
We must specify an organisation, but recall
that all care plans needing approval for an
organisation will show up in the Action
Needed list of all clinical users for that
organisation. So, we can specify a clinician
here if we wish, but it is not required. If we
do select a clinician, that clinician will receive
an email notifying them that the care plan is
waiting for their approval.
When we click Submit this Care Plan for
Approval, a new approve task is created for
the organisation and the finalise task is
removed. If we return to our home screen
now, we will see that the finalise task for this
patient is gone.
Clinical Users
If we now log in as a clinical user for this
organisation, then we will see a new approve
task in the Action Needed list. When we click
APPROVE, the care plan will be opened for
editing and we will see an APPROVE button in
the care plan banner.
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Approval
Before we click to approve, let's review the
patient's care plan for accuracy, paying
special attention to consent, diagnoses,
DNACPR decision and Emergency Care
Treatment Plan.

When we click APPROVE, we’ll choose a
review date appropriate for the patient's
condition. We must select an organisation
responsible for performing the review, but
we do not need to specify a clinician. Two
weeks before the specified review date, a
review task will appear in the Action Needed
list for all administrative and clinical users of
the chosen organisation to perform the
review.
View of Published Care Plan
Once we have confirmed everything, the care
plan will be available for viewing by urgent
care staff and the approve task is removed
from the Action Needed list of clinical users.

4.1.5 Care Plan Submit for Approval Simulation
Instructions
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Overview of Activity
In this simulation you are logged in as an
administrative user, Kate Smith. You will
submit Anna Jones’s care plan for approval
by Dr. John Watson.

Click anywhere to continue.

Select Anna Jones’s care plan.

To submit Anna Jones’s care plan for
approval, select SUBMIT FOR APPROVAL.
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Find an organisation that is responsible for
approving the care plan.
Search for western and then choose Western
Surgery.

4.1.6 Care Plan Approval Simulation
Instructions

Overview of Activity
In this simulation you are logged in as a
clinical user, Dr. John Watson. You will
review and approve the care plan for Anna
Jones.

Click anywhere to continue.
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Find Anna Jones’s care plan in the Action
Needed list and click APPROVE.

Confirm the relationship.

Navigate to the Patient Consent tab and
review the patient consent.

Review the patient consent by using the
arrows in the bottom right. When you are
finished, navigate to the Significant Medical
Background tab.

Review the diagnosis using the arrows in the
bottom right. When you are finished,
navigate to the Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation tab.
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Review the patient’s CPR choices using the
arrows in the bottom right. When you are
finished, navigate to the Emergency
Treatment Plan tab.

Review the symptoms and actions using the
arrows in the bottom right. When you are
finished, select APPROVE in the banner.

Select 90 Days for the Planned Review Time.

Scroll down using the arrow in the bottom
right to complete the rest of the fields.

Enter the organisation as Western with no
clinician specified.
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Enter the organisation as Western with no
clinician specified.

Approve the care plan.

The care plan has been approved. Select OK.

Notice Anna Jones is no longer in Dr.
Watson’s Action Needed list.
Click anywhere to continue.
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4.1.7 Summary (text)
Administrative and clinical users work together to publish care plans once all the data entry is
completed. Clinical users must review the data input by administrative users and confirm its accuracy
before approving a care plan.

4.2 Assessment
4.2.1 Question 1
Fill in the blanks:
A(n) _______ user will submit a care plan for approval by a(n) _______ user.
[x] administrative / clinical
[ ] administrative / administrative
[ ] clinical / administrative
[ ] clinical / clinical
[explanation] Only clinical users can approve care plans.

4.2.2 Question 2
Before approving a care plan, clinical users must confirm the accuracy of which of the following things:
(select all that apply)
[x] Patient consent.
[ ] Care Team contact details.
[x] Significant diagnoses.
[x] DNACPR decision.
[ ] WHO Performance status.
[x] Emergency Care Treatment Plan.

4.2.3 Question 3
Fill in the blanks:
When submitting a care plan for approval, a responsible ______ must be specified, but a(n) ______ need
not be specified.
[ ] clinician / organization
[ ] organization / clinician
[explanation] When a care plan is submitted for approval, an organisation responsible for the approval
must be selected, but a specific clinician does not need to be named.
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5 Creating Restricted Records
5.1.1 Introduction (text/image)
In some cases, a patient's care plan may warrant an additional level of privacy protection, for example in
the case of politicians or celebrities. In these cases, the care plan may be given a restricted status.
Restricted records are only viewable by CMC users who are listed as members of the patient's care team
and who are explicitly flagged as having access. In search results, the care plan will be
labelled Restricted. Only members of the patient's care team that have access will be able to open the
record; others will be able to view a list of care team members who have access to the patient's record
and can be contacted for more information.

5.1.2 Creating Restricted Records (text/image)
Restricting access to a care plan requires two things. First, the Restricted Record option on the patient
consent screen must be set. This flag can be set when the care plan is initially created, or this can be
done afterwards.

Second, at least one member of the patient’s care team must be explicitly flagged as having access to
the restricted record and be marked as a CMC system user.
To do this, on the Contacts screen of the care plan, add a new Health & Social Care contact, using the
Find Provider search button. After selecting the appropriate contact from the search results, tick Has
Restricted Access and ensure that the value of Is CMC User is Yes.
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5.1.3 Patient Banner for Restricted Records (text/image)
When a record is restricted, an indicator will be added to the patient banner:

5.1.4 Accessing Restricted Records (text)
Users who are a member of the patient’s care team, and who have been explicitly flagged as having
access to the restricted record, will be able to open the care plan in full editing mode. Other users who
elect to break the glass for emergency access to a record, will be able to open the care plan in View Only
mode, but will only be able to access contact details for the patient’s care team.
Full details of how to access restricted records can be found in CMC103 Reviewing, Updating and
Recording Death.
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5.1.5 Summary (text)
A restricted care plan can only be edited or viewed by a CMC system user in a patient's contact list who
has been explicitly flagged as having access. Other users will be able to see only the contact details for
care team members with access.
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Conclusion
C1 Conclusion
C1.1 Module Summary
Coordinate My Care is a pan-London service seeking to improve patient end-of-life and urgent care
through the sharing of electronic care plans among healthcare professionals. A care plan is created only
with consent, and system users and partner organisations must strictly adhere to information
governance policies.
This module explained and demonstrated the process of creating a patient care plan and making it
available to urgent care viewers. It described the care plan life cycle, listed the minimum data set
required for a care plan to be published and demonstrated navigating the system, searching for a
patient and entering data for the care plan.
Feedback on this module can be provided to Coordinate My Care via email:
cmc_training@nhs.net
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